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Various polynomial-time truth-table reducibilities are compared by their ability 
of using sparse oracles to answer queries. The reducibihties studied here include 
conjunctive reducibility, bounded conjunctive reducibility, disjunctive reducibility, 
bounded disjunctive reducibility, truth-table reducibility, and bounded truth-table 
reducibility. For any two reducibilities <I and < ,‘, we compare the class of sets 
<r-reducible to sparse sets with the class of sets <J-reducible to sparse sets. For 
most pairs of reducibilities <p and Gs , ’ it is shown that the two associated reduc- 
tion classes are incomparable, unless a trivial inclusive relation holds. 0 1989 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTR~OOCTION 
The study of resource-bounded reducibilities plays an important role in 
complexity theory. Different ways of making queries to oracles by reduc- 
tion machines define different types of reducibilities. Proofs that distinguish 
different types of reducibilities increase our understanding of how oracle 
machines behave under different restrictions. The first consistent study on 
resource-bounded reducibilities begins with Ladner, Lynch, and 
Selman (1975) who studied and distinguished the following types of 
polynomial time-bounded reducibilities by sets computable in exponential 
time: polynomial-time many-one reducibility, < i; polynomial-time Turing 
reducibility, < pT; polynomial-time truth-table reducibility, < i; polyno- 
mial-time bounded truth-table reducibility, Q bq, ; polynomial-time k-truth- 
table reducibility, < kqttr for each k > 0; polynomial-time conjunctive 
reducibility, < ,9,; and polynomial-time disjunctive reducibility, < zr,. 
Under a different motivation, Book and Ko (1988) have studied the 
relationship between polynomial-time truth-table, bounded truth-table, and 
k-truth-table, for each k> 0, reducibilities by comparing the reduction 
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classes defined by sparse oracles. The use of sparse sets as oracles was 
basically motivated by recent interesting characterizations of the class 
P/poly of sets computable by polynomial-size circuits (Karp and Lip- 
ton, 1980). For instance, Meyer (cited in Berman and Hartmanis (1977)) 
showed that the class of sets that are < Freducible to sparse sets coincides 
with the class P/poly; and Balcizar and Book (1986) showed that the class 
of sets that are < F-equivalent to tally sets is exactly the class of sets having 
self-producible circuits. The comparison of polynomial-time reducibilities 
by sparse oracles may be viewed as an attempt to further understand the 
relationship between subclasses of P/poly which are defined by different 
restrictions on reduction machines. 
To describe the main results in Book and Ko (1988), we need to define 
some notation. Let SPARSE be the class of all sparse sets. For each type of 
reducibility 6 p, where r = m, k-tt, btt, tt, or T, let PJSPARSE) denote the 
class of sets <P-reducible to sparse sets. The main results of Book and 
Ko (1988) are as follows: 
(a) For any k > 0, Pk.,J SPARSE) $ P,, + , JSPARSE). 
(b) P,,,(SPARSE) s P,,(SPARSE) = P.(SPARSE) = P/poly. 
Note that the above separation results are stronger than the separa- 
tion results of Ladner, Lynch, and Selman (1975). For example, to 
prove G kq,, Z G pk + l,.,r, one needs to find a set A and a set L such 
that L<&+lj.fr A but L &kqtrA. On the other hand, to prove 
PkJ SPARSE) # P ,k + 1 ,.,,(SPARSE), one needs to find a sparse set A 
and a set L such that L <pk + l).,l A but L 6 kq,, S for all sparse sets S. 
Intuitively, it means that the information about set L can be found by k + 1 
queries to set A but cannot be found by k queries even if one is allowed to 
reorganize the information into a new sparse set S. 
Another separation result on various reducibilities is due to Watanabe 
(1987), who compared complete sets for the class EXP, the class of sets 
computable in time 2’(“‘, with respect to polynomial-time Turing, truth- 
table, bounded truth-table, k-truth-table, k > 0, conjunctive, disjunctive, 
and many-one reducibilities. For each type r of reducibilities, let C,(EXP) 
denote the class of complete sets for EXP under the <p-reducibility: 
(c) For each k> 1, C,(EXP) s C,,,(EXP) $Cfk+l,JEXP) $ 
Ctm(EXP) s C,,(EW r$ CAEW. 
(4 G,,Wp) g C,.,,W’p) and C,,,P’p) $i G&W. 
In this paper, we continue the investigation of polynomial-time 
reducibilities along the direction of Book and Ko (1988). We compare the 
reduction classes defined by sparse oracles under polynomial-time con- 
junctive < 2,) bounded conjunctive < bpE,,, k-conjunctive < kqCl,, disjunctive 
<z,, bounded disjunctive < L,, and k-disjunctive < fmrn, reducibilities. 
643/81/1-S 
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More precisely, we compare the following reduction classes: (a) 
P,.,,(SPARSE), k > 0; (b) PJSPARSE), (c) P,.,,,(SPARSE), k > 0; 
(d) P,,,(SPARSE); (e) P,.,,,(SPARSE), k > 0; and (f) P,,,(SPARSE). 
Conjunctive and disjunctive reducibilities are among the simplest types 
of reducibilities. The comparison of their powers with that of more general 
truth-table reducibilities tells us how severe it is to limit the ability of the 
reduction machines to further process the answers from the oracles. Due to 
the simplicity of these reduction machines, one may suspect that they are 
much weaker than general truth-table reduction machines. However, our 
comparisons of these reducibilities by sparse oracles demonstrate that the 
relations between these reduction classes are quite complicated. We list our 
main results: 
(1) For each k > 0, P,,,(SPARSE) $ PO + , ,&SPARSE) $ 
P,,(SPARSE). 
(2) PJSPARSE) = Phcr,( SPARSE) 5 P,.,,( SPARSE) L$ 
P,,( SPA RSE). 
(3) For each h, k>O, P,.,,(SPARSE) @ P,,,,(SPARSE). 
(4) For each k > 0, Plk+ ,,-JSPARSE) s7Z P,-,,(SPARSE). 
(5) For each k > 0, P,JSPARSE) and P,,,(SPARSE) are incom- 
parable. 
(6) Pdrr( SPARSE) SL Pc,,( SPARSE). 
Figure 1 summarizes some of the above results. While the above results 
indicate that these reduction classes have in general no inclusion relations 
(except the trivial ones), the following questions remain open: 
p,, (SPARSE)= P/ply 
/ !? \ 
FIG. 1. Some relations between classes P,(SPARSE). In the above, A --$ B means that 
A$& A-Il-rBmeans that A@B,and A--- + B means that A G B but it is not known 
whether A = E. 
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(7) Is it true that for each k > 0, P,,,(SPARSE) i?i PJSPARSE)? 
(8) Is it true that for each k > 0, P,e,,(SPARSE) & PJSPARSE)? 
(9) Is it true that P,.,,(SPARSE) & Pdll(SPARSE)? 
(10) Is it true that P,,,(SPARSE) $ P,,(SPARSE)? 
We conjecture that all four questions above have the answer “yes.” (Note 
that an affirmative answer to (7) or (9) implies that to (lo).) 
Similarly to the results obtained in Book and Ko (1988), each separation 
result of the form P,(SPARSE) sC PJSPARSE) in (l)-(6) is proved by 
finding a set L in PJSPARSE) - P,(SPARSE), and the set L can be 
recognized in deterministic time 2 OCn’ In addition, each separation result . 
PJSPARSE) @ P,(SPARSE) may be extended to NPJSPARSE) @ 
NP,( SPARSE) and PQ UERYJSPARSE) s% PQUER Y,( SPARSE), where 
NPJSPARSE) and PQUERY,(SPARSE) are the classes of sets reducible 
to sparse sets by polynomial-time nondeterministic r-type reduction 
machines and polynomial-space deterministic r-type reduction machines, 
respectively. (See Book and Ko 1988, for formal definitions.) 
In addition to sparse oracles, we also consider tally sets as oracles. Recall 
that a tally set is a set over a single alphabet (0). Let TALLY be the class 
of all tally sets. For each reduction type r, let P,(TALLY) denote the class 
of sets < e-reducible to tally sets. We compare the classes P,( TALL Y) for 
the types r = m, ctt, dtt, and tt. The results here are quite different from 
those for classes PJSPARSE). The results may be summarized as follows: 
(11) PJTALLY) = P,,.,,(TALLY) = P&TALLY) = Phrr(TALLY) # 
P,,( TALL Y) = Pjpoly. 
( 12) P,.,,( TALL Y) and Pdtt( TALL Y) are incomparable. 
Figure 2 summarizes these results. The discrepancy in the above results 
suggests to us to examine the relations between sparse sets and tally sets 
PJTALLY) 
FIG. 2. Some relations between classes P,(TALLY). 
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more closely using the above reducibilities. The best equivalence result 
between sparse sets and tally sets is found by Hartmanis (1983), who 
proved that for every sparse set S, there is a tally set T such that S is 
polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing equivalent to T (S = “;rf T). Long 
(1986) showed that this is probably the strongest type of reducibility with 
which an equivalence result holds: there is a sparse set S such that for all 
tally sets T, S is not polynomial-time strong nondeterministic equivalent to 
T (S & ;N T). For the one-way relations, Book and Ko (1988) showed that 
each sparse set is 6 z-reducible to a tally set (SPARSE E P,,( TALLY)) but 
there exists a sparse set which is not <i,,-reducible to any tally set 
(SPARSE sZ Pht,( TALLY)). We show here that there exists a sparse set 
which is not < zl,- reducible to any tally set: 
(13) SPARSE g P,,(TALLY). 
Whether this relation holds for <s,-reducibility is left open. 
(14) Is it true that SPARSE @ P,,,( TALLY)? 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the definitions 
and the notation. Section 3 studies the relationship between the 
classes P,.,,,(SPARSE), k > 0, and the classes P,-,,(SPARSE), k > 0. In 
particular, we prove results (1) (3) and (4). In Section 4, we study 
the relationship between the class P,,,(SPARSE) and the classes 
Pk.,r(SPARSE), k > 0. We show results (2) and (5) in Section 4. Section 5 
compares the classes P,,,(SPARSE) and P,,,(SPARSE) and proves result 
(6). Section 6 studies the classes of sets reducible to tally sets under various 
truth-table reducibilities and proves results (1 l), (12), and (13). 
2. DEFINITIONS 
In this paper we will consider the alphabet Z = (0,l). We denote by ) x / 
the length of a string x and by 11 XII the cardinality of a set X. For a set X 
and an integer n, X”= {xEXI 1x1 =n} and XCn= {xEXI 1x1 <n>. For a 
set X, xX denotes the characteristic function of X, and 3 = C* - X. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the notion of Turing 
machines, oracle Turing machines, and their time complexity. The readers 
are referred to, for example, Hopcroft and Ullman (1979) for the formal 
definitions. We are interested in polynomial-time reducibilities, in par- 
ticular, various types of polynomial-time truth-table reducibilities. Recall 
the following definitions (see Ladner, Lynch, and Selman, 1975, for the 
details and formal definitions): 
(i) A set A is many-one reducible to a set B, written A <I B, if 
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there is a polynomial-time computable function f such that for all x, x E A 
if and only if f(x) E B. 
(ii) A set A is truth-table reducible to a set B, written A <,9 B, if 
there exist polynomial-time computable functions f and g such that for all 
x, f(x) is a list of strings, g(x) is a truth-table with the number of variables 
being equal to the number of strings in the list f(x), and x E A if and only if 
the truth-table g(x) evaluates to true on the k-tuple (xB(,vl), . . . . xB(yk)), 
wherefix)= (Y,, . . ..Y~). 
(iii) A set A is conjunctive truth-table reducible to a set B, written 
A <P,, B, if there is a polynomial-time computable function f such that for 
every x, f(x) is a nonempty list of strings with the property that x E A if 
and only if all strings generated by f (x) are in B. 
(iv) A set A is disjunctive truth-table reducible to a set B, written 
A <dq, B, if there is a polynomial-time computable function f such that for 
every x, f(x) is a nonempty list of strings with the property that x E A if 
and only if at least one string generated by f(x) is in B. 
(v) For every k > 0, a set A is k-truth-table reducible to a set B, 
written A <kqrt B, if A < [ B with the restriction that the function f(x) 
always generates k strings. 
(vi) For every k > 0, a set A is k-conjunctive truth-table reducible to 
a set B, written A <kqcrl B, if A <,4, B with the restriction that the function 
f(x) always generates k strings. 
(vii) For every k>O, a set A is k-disjunctive truth-table reducible to 
a set B, written A < kqdtt B, if A < f;l, B with the restriction that the function 
f(x) always generates k strings. 
(viii) A set A is bounded truth-table reducible to a set B, written 
A < bqr B, if there is an integer k such that A < kqr, B. 
(ix) A set A is bounded conjunctive truth-table reducible to a set B, 
written A < bqr B, if there is an integer k such that A < kqc,, B. 
(x) A set A is bounded disjunctive truth-table reducible to a set B, 
written A < [dl, B, if there is an integer k such that A < kqd,, B. 
In addition to these reducibilities, we mentioned in Section 1 that our 
results also apply to nondeterministic polynomial time-bounded and 
polynomial space-bounded reducibilities. However, we will not define them 
formally and the reader is referred to Book and Ko (1988) for the 
definitions. 
For any reducibility d p computed in polynomial time and any class %? of 
sets, let P,(V) = (A 1 there exists CE $2 such that A <p C>. 
Recall that a set S is sparse if there is a polynomial (I such that for all n, 
II S’” I( 6 q(n). Let SPARSE denote the class of all sparse sets. We assume 
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a lixed enumeration {Ph}Fz, of polynomials with non-negative integer 
coefficients. For each h > 0, let SPARSE, denote the class of all sparse sets 
S such that )I S”‘II <pJn) for each n. A tally set is any subset of {O}*. Let 
TALLY denote the class of all tally sets. Let P-CLOSE be the class of all 
sets A such that for some set BE P, the difference set AAB is sparse. Book 
and Ko (1988) have shown that the classes P-CLOSE and P,(SPARSE) 
are incomparable and that P-CLOSE $ P,JSPARSE). Therefore, we 
often compare P-CLOSE with other reduction classes to derive the desired 
results. For instance, if P-CLOSE is shown to be not included in class %7 
then for all k > 0, P,.,,(SPARSE) is not included in class $7. 
3. DISJUNCTIVE REDUCIBILITIES 
In this section, we compare the reduction classes P, pdtr(SPARSE), 
k> 0, with the reduction classes P&SPARSE), k >O. We establish the 
following results: 
(1) PJSPARSE) = P&SPARSE) $ P&SPARSE) s ... s 
P,,,,(SPARSE) cj P,,,(SPARSE). 
(2) For any k > 1, P-CLOSE @ P,-,,(SPARSE). Hence, for any 
k > 1, P,,,(SPARSE) $ P/&SPARSE). 
(3) For any k> 1, P ,k + ,,,,,(SPARSE) s?i P,.,,(SPARSE). Hence, 
for any k> 1, P,,,(SPARSE) & P,.,,(SPARSE). 
The following questions concerning the relationship between the class 
PJSPARSE) and the classes P,+,,(SPARSE), k > 0, and PJSPARSE) 
remain open: 
(4) Is P-CLOSE contained in P,,,(SPARSE)? 
(5) Is P,,,(SPARSE) a proper subclass of P,,(SPARSE)? 
First, it is easy to see that polynomial-time l-&t-reducibility is just 
polynomial-time m-reducibility. So, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.1. PJSPARSE) = PI-,,( SPARSE). 
Next, we show that Pck+ IJ-dtt (SPARSE) c& P&SPARSE). This result 
implies that the hierarchy of P,&SPARSE), k > 0, is a properly infinite 
hierarchy. 
THEOREM 3.2. For any ka 1, Pcli+ ,,-,,,(SPARSE) c&i P,,,(SPARSE). 
COROLLARY 3.3. For any k > 1, P,-,,(SPARSE) s P,, + , ,-JSPARSE). 
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COROLLARY 3.4. For any k > 1, P,,(SPARSE) !Z Pk _ ,,(SPARSE). 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of 
the relation P,,,(SPARSE) $ P,, + I ,-JSPARSE) given in Book and 
Ko (1988). Since the general setting of the proof will be used in other 
proofs, in the following we give a complete proof. 
For any set A, let D,(A)= {ul . ..ukl for each i, 1 <iik, Iuil =n; at 
least one of the following strings is in A: Okcnfl), u~O(~-‘)(~+‘), . . . . 
Ul”’ I u ,o’k - Wn + 1) 9 . ..> u, . ..z+). (Note that the above k+ 1 strings OkCn+‘), 
uloV-l)(~+l) , . . . . 241... Uio(k ~ i)(n + 1) 3 . . . . Ul ‘.. ak are Of different lengths so 
that they are all distinct no matter what ul, . . . . uk are.) It is clear that 
Dk(A ) G pk + I )-rlrr A. We will describe a sparse set A such that for every 
sparse set S, it is not the case that D,(A) <kqr, S. This will allow us to con- 
clude that P (k + L ,m,,(SPARSE) e Pkmrt( SPARSE). 
Let k 2 1 be fixed. Let {fi} b e an enumeration of polynomial-time com- 
putable functions that for any string x yields a list of k strings. Let (g,.) be 
an enumeration of polynomial-time computable functions that for any 
string x yields one of the 22k k-tt-conditions. We can then enumerate all of 
the < kqtt- reduction machines as {M,j} where on input x, Mi, j computes 
the list h(x) = (x, , . . . . xk) and the k-tt-condition g,(x), and M, j, with the 
help of oracle S, accepts x if the k-tt-condition g,(x) evaluates to TRUE on 
the values &(x,), . . . . xs(xp)). We assume that each machine will be 
enumerated an infinite number of times. 
We want to construct a set A such that for every integer n, there is at 
most one string in A having length n. Thus A will be sparse. Furthermore, 
for every triple (i, j, h), A must satisfy the condition that for any set 
SE SPARSE,,, D,(A) # L(Mivj, S), where, we recall, SPARSE,, is the class 
of all sets S with 1) S<“I[ <p,(n). That is, A must satisfy the following 
requirements Ri, j, ,, for all triples (i,j, h ). 
Ri,j,h: (3n)(VSESPARSEh) Dk(A)nxk”# L(Mi.j, S)nZk”. 
The construction of A will be by stages so that a set A, is constructed at 
stage a = (i, j, h ) to satisfy the requirement Ri, j, ,,. Furthermore, the set A, 
is constructed in such a way that all requirements satisfied by A,, B < ~1, in 
previous stages are still satisfied by A,. Then, we let A = ulxa i A, and 
observe that R, j, h is satisfied by A for all triples (i,j, h). In the following, 
let E = 1/4k, and let n, = 1 and A, = @. 
Stageol=(i,j,h);ccBl 
Let q be a polynomial that bounds the runtime of Mi,j. Choose an 
integer n> 3 such that (a) n > k(n,-, + I), (b) 2”“‘k>p,,(q(kn)), and (c) 
en > 2k+ ‘. Let n, = n. In the above, the property (a) is necessary so that the 
requirements established in earlier stages are not affected by the construc- 
tion of the current stage. The property (b) states that the number of strings 
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in a set SE SPARSE, which are queried by Mi, j on any input of length kn 
is bounded by 2’*lk. This property depends on the fact that the oracle S 
is sparse and is the basis of our pigeonhole principle argument in the 
construction. 
For each of the 22k k-&conditions t, let G, = (x E 2”’ 1 g,(x) = I}. Then 
there must exist some t such that 11 G, 11 > 2k”/22t = 2kn-2’. Choose and fix a 
t with this property. (In the following, we write 0 for FALSE and 1 for 
TRUE when we deal with inputs or outputs of t.) 
Since the proof is quite involved, we first give a short sketch. The basic 
idea here is to apply the pigeonhole principle on G, to construct A,. Con- 
sider the truth-table generator fj(x) = (x1, . . . . xk). There are two 
possibilities. In the first case, only very few strings x in 2”” share same out- 
put values xi, for any i, 1 < i < k. Then, for any SE SPARSE,,, only very 
few strings x in Zk” have the output values in S. Thus the answers from the 
oracle S can only affect a small number of strings x in Ck” about their 
memberships in L(M, j, S), and an ordinary diagonalization, similar to 
that of Ladner, Lynch, and Selman (1975), s&ices. In the second case, 
there are many strings x in Zkn sharing the same value xi, for some i, 
1~ i < k. Then we concentrate on these strings and try to construct A, to 
separate L(M,, j, S) from D,(A,) on this set. Since strings on this set all 
have the same value xi, the machine Mi,j can actually use only k - 1 
queries. So, the construction can be reduced, by induction, to the simpler 
cases. Although the above idea is simple, the implementation involves 
careful calculation of the sizes and needs extra notations. We give the for- 
mal proof in the following. 
Case 1. f, is not one-to-one on G,. In this case, there exist x, y E G, 
with x # y and fi(.x) =fi(y). Thus, for any set SE SPARSE,, x E L(M,, S) 
iff ~EL(M~,~, S). Let A, .- A,-, u {x], and notice, from the definition of 
set D,(A), that XED,(A,) and y$D,(A,). This allows us to conclude that 
for every SE SPARSE,, D,(A,) n Zk” # L(Mi.j, S) n .Zk”. 
Case 2. f, is one-to-one on G,. We consider the cases k = 1 and k > 1 
separately. 
S&case 2.1. k = 1. Since fi is one-to-one on G,, we must have, for every 
S E SPARSEh, 
I[ {x E G, 1 fi(x) E S) 11 < 11 S n Zcqckn) Ij < 2”‘lk (by inequality (b)). 
Subcase 2.1.1. t(0) = 0. Then, L(M;,,, S)nG,z {xEG,IJ(x)ES}. 
Let A, := A,- 1 u {Okcntl) }. This implies that D,(A,) n Ck” = Ck” and so 
11 D,(A,) n G, 11 = II G, (1 > 2kn-2k > 2”“lk > )I L(IV~,~, S) n G, II. 
Therefore, we conclude that D,(A,) n .Ek” # L(Mi,,, S) n Ck”. 
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Subcase 2.1.2. r(0) = 1. Then, L(M,,, S) n G, E (x E G, j fi(x) E S}. 
Let A, := A, _ r, and, similarly to Subcase 2.1.1, conclude that 
11 Dk(A,) n G, II = II G, II 2 2k”p 2k > 2”“lk > 11 L(M, j, S) n G, 11. 
Again, we have D,J A) n Ck” # L(M,, j, S) n Ck”, and Subcase 2.1 is com- 
plete. 
For the case k 3 2, recall that fi always outputs a list of k strings. Let 
fifi(x) = (Xi, . . . . xk). We consider two subcases. 
Subcase 2.2. k> 2 and there exist r, 1 Q r d k, and z such that the set 
H,(z) =+ {x E G, 1 x, = z} has size 11 H,(z)ll 3 2(k-2E)n. 
We first state a lemma whose proof uses an inductive argument on k and 
will be given later. 
LEMMA 3.5. For each j, 1 d j < k - 1, the following holds. Suppose there 
exist a set G sCk”, a function f(x) = (x,, . . . . x,), and k-j+ 1 strings 
uI, u2, . . . . ukpj, vkpj in Z” satisfying 
(1) f is one-to-one on G, and for all r, 1 $ r < j, / x, ( < q(kn); 
(2) ifwe / e t  uj+, = {ul “‘uk-j-l} i?‘i+‘)n, uj= {ul “‘ukpj-luk-j} 
c”‘, and vj= (~,...~~-j~,v~-j}~j~, then GE uj+l, IIGn ujIIa 
2(j-(lk -2j+ IbIn, and 11 G n ~~11 3 2(j-(2k -2i+ Ik)n. 
Then, there exists a set C consisting of a single string in {y I kn < I y I < 
k(n + 1) > such that for all SE SPARSE,, , and all j-tt-conditions t, it is not the 
case that for all XEG, 
To apply the above lemma to Subcase 2.2, we first claim that there exist 
two strings U, u EZ” such that 1) H,(z) n (u> Z(k-l)n 1) 2 2’k-1 -3E)” and 
11 H,(z)n (0) Z(kp')n II Z 2’kp ‘-3E)n. 
Proof of Claim. Choose u E Z” such that II H,(z) n {u} Cfk- ljn 11 is the 
largest. Then, 
IIH,(z)n {u} Z(k-l)nll B I( H,(~)11/2”32(~-~-~‘)“. 
Choose VEX” such that II(H,(z)- {u}C’k-‘)n)n {v} ,T(k-‘)nII is the 
largest. Then, 
11 H,(z) n {v} Cck- ‘jn II 
= II(H,(z)- {24} Pk-‘)“)n {v} Z(k-‘)nll 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
>2(k-l&3&)n 
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(The last inequality holds because (i) en > 1 implies 21k -I -2E)n > 
2.2(kp1-3cln and (ii) $21 implies 2(k-‘p3e)n>2(k-*)n.) 1 
Let f(x) = (x,, -., x,- 1, x,+ 1, . . . . xk). Observe that the set H,(z), the 
function h and strings u and u satisfy conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 3.5 
with the parameter j = k - 1. So, applying Lemma 3.5 to this case, we can 
find a singleton set C such that for all SE SPARSE,, and all (k - 1)-tt-con- 
ditions t’, it is not the case that for all x E H,(z), 
XEDk(C)-= ms(x,L “‘3 xsb- I), xs(x r+lL ...Y XSbk))’ 1. 
Let A, := A,- 1 u C. We claim that for every SE SPARSE,,, 
D,(A,) n H,(z) # JE,(M~,~, S) A H,(z). Suppose otherwise that there exists 
an SE SPARSE,, such that for all XE H,(z), XED,(A,) o 
~(Xs(X, 1, *..> &(xk))= 1. Define t, and t, to be the (k- l)-&conditions 
induced by t by fixing the rth bit of input to t to be 0 and 1, respectively. 
More precisely, Mb i, . . . . bk- i) = t(b,, . . . . b,- i, 0, b,, . . . . bk- i), and 
t,(b,, . . . . b,- i) = t(b,, . . . . b,- ,, 1, b,, . . . . b,- i). Then, depending upon 
whether XE S or x$ S, we must have either x E Dk(C) o t,&(xi), . . . . 
K&- 1), x&,+ i), .-, xs(xk)) = 1, or xED,(C) * ~,(x.Y(x~), . . . . x&- ,I, 
xs(xr + 115 ..-7 xs(xk)) = 1. This provides a contradiction and completes the 
proof for Subcase 2.2. 
Subcase 2.3. k 2 2 but the condition for Subcase 2.2 does not hold. 
There are two more sub-subcases. 
Subcase 2.3.1. t(0, . . . . 0) = 0. For every set SE SPARSEI, and every 
x E G,, x E L(M, j, S) implies that there exists r, 1 d r < k, with x, E S. Thus, 
IIL(Mi,j,S)nG,II< 2 c IIH,(~)ll<k.2~“‘~.2(‘-*‘)~g2(~-~)~. 
i-=1 26.5. 
(The last inequality follows from inequality (c): .sn > 2kf’.) However, if we 
let A, := A,-, u (Ok’nfl) }, then II G, n D,(A,)(I = II G, )I > 2kn-2k > 2(k-E)n. 
This implies that D,(A,) n Zk” # L(M, j, S) n Ck”. 
Subcase 2.3.2. t(0, . . . . 0) = 1. Similarly to the argument in Sub- 
case 2.2.1, one can conclude that for every SE SPARSEI,, 
)I L(Mi,j, S) n G, )I < 2(kPa)“. Let A, := A,- r and conclude that 
II G, n D,(A,) 1) = II G, II > 2(k-s)n. This implies that D,(A,) n Ck” # 
L(M, jr S) n xkn. 
This concludes the proof for Case 2 and Stage u. 
Let A=lJ,“=, A,. From the choice of integers n,, the conditions 
established for sets A, in Stage a remain valid for set A. We conclude that 
for any integers i and j, and any SE SPARSE, D,(A) # L(Mi,j, S). 
It remains to prove Lemma 3.5. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.5. We prove it by induction on j. First, when j= 1, 
we let C= {aI ...u~-~z+~O~+’ }. Then, we have G n Dk( C) = G n Uj and 
D,(C)nGn Vj=0. 
Assume, by way of contradiction, that for some SE SPARSE, and for 
some l-&condition t, it is true that for all XE G, 
x E D/c(C) * t(Xs(f (x))) = 1. 
Then, consider two cases. 
Case 1. t(0) = 0. Then, XE Dk(C) n G implies f(x) ES. Note that f is 
one-to-one on G, and so llGnWC)II d Il{x~~knIf(~)~~)II G 
11 s < dkn) 11 < 24. This contradicts the fact that II G n Ok(C)\1 = 11 G n Uj II 2 
2” -(2k- l)E)n, since 2k.z < 1. 
Case 2. t(0) = 1. Then, x E Dk(C) n G implies f(x) E S. So, similarly to 
the argument of Case 1, we get 11 G n Dk(C) II < 2”‘lk, which contradicts the 
fact that 11 G n Dk(C) n Vi11 > 2(1-(2k-‘)E)n. 
Inductive Step. Assume that j> 1. Again, we consider two cases. 
Case 1. There exist r, 1 d r <j, and z such that the set 
H,(z)=,,/, +GI x,=4 ( w ere h x, is the rth string in the list f(x)) 
satisfies the condition of either 11 H,(z) n U,ll 2 2(i-(2k-2j+2)e)n or 
IIH,(~)~ v-11 >2(j-(2k-2i+2)&b 
J 
Without loss of generality, assume that 11 H,(z) n Uj )I > 2(i-(2k-~+ 2)e)n 
for some r and z. Then, we claim that there exist strings u and II in Z” such 
that IIH,(z)n u,-,II >2(j-1-(2k-2j+3)E)n and 
2(j-l-(Zk-Zj+3)s)n 
II H,(z) n vj- I II 2 
where 
. . . uk-ju} pll)n. 
U,-, = {a1 ...ukPj#} C(i-l)n and 
14 
Vj-, = 
Proof of Claim. Similar to the claim in the proof of Subcase 2.2 of the 
theorem. We omit the details. 1 
From the claim, we may apply the inductive hypothesis to the set 
H,(z) n Uj, the function f’(x) = (x1, . . . . x,- ,, x,, ,, . . . . xi), and strings 
ul, . . . . uk-j’ U, u, with parameter j- 1. (Note that fis one-to-one on G and 
for all x E H,(z), x, = z. So, f’ is one-to-one on H,(z).) Thus, we obtain a 
singleton set C, such that for all sets SE SPARSE,,, and all (j- l)-tt- 
conditions t’, it is not the case that for all x E H,(z) n U,, 
X E Ddc,) * f(Xs(X, h ea.3 X&L I), Xs(X r+ 1)3 .*.3 XStxj)) = l. 
Let C= Cr. We claim that for all SE SPARSE,,, and all j-tt-conditions t, 
it is not the case that for all x~H,(z)n Uj, 
X E D/c(C) * ~(XS(XI), ...T Xs(Xj)) = 1. (*I 
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Proof of Claim. Suppose otherwise that for some SE SPARSE,, and 
some j-t&condition t, (*) holds for all x E H,(z) n U,. Define t, and t, to be 
the (j- l)-&conditions induced by t by fixing the rth bit of input to t 
to be 0 and 1, respectively. Then, depending upon whether x, E S or x, q! S, 
we must have either XED,(C)~ to(xs(xl), . . . . xs(x, ,), xs(x, + 1), . . . . 
xs(xk)) = 1, or x~Dk(C)*hMxl)~ . . . . xs(x,- A, x& r+ I), . ..1 X&k)) = 1. 
This leads to a contradiction. 1 
This completes the proof for Case 1. 
Case 2. The condition specifies Case 1 does not hold. Let 
C={ Ml “‘Ukpj Oj(“+ I’}. Then, we have Gn Dk(C) = Gn U, and 
D,(C)nGn Vi=@. 
Assume, by way of contradiction, that for some SE SPARSE, and for 
some j-tt-condition t, it is true that for all XE G, 
x E D/c(C) * ~(X.dXl), ...T XAXj)) = 1. 
Then, consider two subcases. 
Subcase 2.1. t(O), . . . . 0) = 0. Then, x E Dk( C) n G implies that one of x, 
is in S. SO, IIGn UjnDk(C)ll <CJ=, CZss IIH,(z)n Ujl[ <j.2en’k. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ This contradicts the fact that 
l(GnD,(C)II = IIGn U,II >2(ip(2k-2j+‘)E)n. 
Subcase 2.2. t(0, . . . . 0) = 1. Then, x E Dk(C) n G implies that one of x, is 
in S. So, IIGn VjnDk(C)II <C!=,Z,,, IIH,(z)n Vjll <2(j-(2k-2j+1)E)n. 
This contradicts the fact that 1) G n J’j n Dk( C) (1 = II G n vi II Z 
2(j-(2k-Zj+l)&)n 
This completes the proof for the inductive step, and hence Lem- 
ma 3.5. 1 
Next we show the converse of Theorem 3.2; that is, P,.,,(SPARSE) 
& P,,,(SPARSE). In fact, we can show a stronger result. 
THEOREM 3.6. For all k> 1, P-CLOSE & P,,,(SPARSE). 
Theorem 3.6 has the following corollaries immediately. 
COROLLARY 3.7. For all h, k 2 1, P,.,,(SPARSE) & P,.,,(SPARSE). 
COROLLARY 3.8. For all k > 1, P,,,(SPARSE) s P,,,(SPARSE). 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Since PI-,&SPARSE) c P,,,,(SPARSE) for all 
k > 2, it suffices to show the theorem for the case k > 1. Recall that all co- 
sparse sets are in P-CLOSE. We will construct a sparse set A such that for 
all sets SE SPARSE, A & kqdrr S. 
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The construction is similar to that of Theorem 3.2. Let {fi} be an 
enumeration of polynomial-time computable functions which, for every 
input x, yields a set of k strings. Without loss of generality, assume that the 
k strings generated by fi(x) are always distinct. For any set B, let L(h, B) 
denote the set of strings accepted by a k-dtt-reduction machine which uses 
f, to generate the queries and uses B as the oracle; i.e., L(f,, B) = 
{x~C*If~(x)nB#12j}. At stage a= (i, h), we will find an integer n=n, 
such that for all SE SPARSE,, An C” # L(fi, S) n C”. This will allow us 
to conclude that A < kqdrr S for all SE SPARSE. In the following, let 
E = 1/2k. Also let n, = 0 and A, = 0. 
Stage a=(i,j,h);a>l. 
Let q be a polynomial that bounds the runtime of the functionf,. Choose 
an integer n such that n > n, _ 1 and 2’*‘* >p,(q(n)). Let n, = n. For every 
ZE.Z*, let H(z) = {x~Z”[z Ebb}. Then, consider two cases. 
Case 1. There exists an z such that 11 H(z)11 2 2(‘-‘)“. We prove this 
case by induction. The inductive argument is summarized in the following 
lemma. We postpone the proof of the lemma after Case 2. 
LEMMA 3.9. The following holds for all j, 1 <j < k. Suppose that there 
exist a set G c C”, and j distinct strings zl, . . . . zj such that (1) for all x E G, 
{Z 1, . . . . zj} Gfi(X) and (2) 11 G 11 > 2 (‘--j&b Then, we can find a string y in C” . 
such that for all sets SE SPARSE,, it is not the case that for all x E G, 
Clearly, we can apply Lemma 3.9 to Case 1, with the set H(z), the string 
z and the parameter j= 1. We obtain a string y E C” such that for all 
S~SPARSE~,L(f,,S)nG#G-{y}.LetA,:=A._,u{y).Then,forall 
SE SPARSE,, A, n G = G - { y I# L(fi, S) n G. This completes the proof 
for Case 1. 
Case 2. The condition of Case 1 does not hold. Let A, := A,- ,. Then, 
A, n .Z’” = Z”. However, for all SE SPARSE,, , we have 
IIUf,,S)n~“lI = II(x~~nIfi(x)~~+O~II 
= (I{XEC”~(3ZES)XEH(Z)}II 
6 1 11 H(z)11 < 2&“‘* .2” -E)n < 2”. 
..ES 
Therefore, A,n ,Z’” # L(h, S) n Z”. This completes the proof for Case 2 
and hence Stage a. 
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Let A := u,“=, A,. Since, in any stage p with B > tl, we only add to A 
strings of length greater than n,, the relation A, n Pa # L(fi, S) n .P also 
holds for set A. Furthermore, we add at most one string to A in each stage. 
So, A is a sparse set. Thus the proof for the theorem is complete. 1 
Proof of Lemma 3.9. We prove it by induction on j, in the decreasing 
order. First, when j= k, all x E G has f;(x) = {zl, . . . . zk}. Choose and 
fix a string YE G. Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists a 
set SE SPARSE,, such that for all XE G, x #yofi(x) n S# Qr. Then, 
we have fi(r) n S = 0. Since for all x E G, fi(x) =h( y) = {zI, . . . . zk}, 
L(fi, S) n G= 0. However, by assumption, II G- { y}lI >O. This is a 
contradiction. 
Inductive Step. Assume that 1 <j< k. Let T= {zl, . . . . z,> and consider 
two cases. 
Case 1. There exists a string zj+i # T such that )I H(zj+ ,)n GII 2 
2(l-(j+l’&)“. Applying the inductive hypothesis to the set H(z,+~) n G, the 
strings z,, . . . . zj, z,+ , , and the parameter j + 1, we can find a string y E 2” 
such that for all sets SE SPARSE,,, it is not the case that for all 
xENzj+l)nG, x # y ofi n S # 0. This string y satisfies our 
requirement. 
Case 2. The condition of Case 1 does not hold. That is, for all z $ T, 
11 H(z) n G 11 < 2” -(j+ l)E)n. Choose and fix a string YE G. Then, 
IIG- {y}II >2(‘-j”)“- 1. A ssume, by way of contradiction, that there exists 
a set SE SPARSE,, such that for all x E G, x # y ofi n S # 0. Then, 
A.( y ) n S = 0. This means that S n T = 0, since T sfi( y). Therefore, 
= II{~EGI(~~~T)~~~~(~)~S}II d c IWWWI 
ZES-T 
< 242 .2(1 -(j+ 1)&h = 2’1~ (j+ lj2)e)n < 2’1 -j&b _ 1 
This implies that G- {y} # L(fi, S) n G, and so completes the proof for 
Case 2. 1 
4. CONJUNCTIVE REDUCIBILITIES 
In this section, we compare the class PJSPARSE) with the classes 
P,,,(SPARSE), k>O. We establish the following results: 
(1) PJSPARSE) = P,+,,(SPARSE) = P,-&SPARSE) = ... = 
P,,,,(SPARSE) 5 P,,,(SPARSE) s PJSPARSE). 
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(2) P-CLOSE & PJSPARSE). Hence, for all k >O, Pk.!! 
(SPARSE) G PJSPARSE). 
(3) For all k > 0, P,,,(SPARSE) S& P&SPARSE). 
We first show that the hierarchy of P,-JSPARSE), k > 0, collapses to 
P,( SPARSE). 
THEOREM 4.1. For all k> 1, P,( SPARSE) = PkMrtr( SPARSE) = 
P,,,,(SPARSE). 
Proof: Let k > 1. For every sparse set S, let T= { (x1, . . . . xk) ( for each 
i, 1 < id k, xi E S}. We assume that the k-tuple pairing function ( , . . . . ) 
satisfies the property 1 (x1, . . . . xk) I > max (1 xi ( , . . . . 1 xk I}. Then, for any 
integer n, if 11 S<“II <p,(n) then II T”” 11 < (p,(n))“. Thus, T is a sparse set. 
Now assume that A <kqcr, S by a k-ctt-reduction machine A4 which, on 
input x and oracle S, generates k strings x1, . . . . xk, and accepts x if and 
only if all k strings x, , . . . . xk are in S. Then, it is clear that A is polynomial- 
time many-one reduced to T by the functionf(x) = (x,, . . . . xk). 1 
Next, we show that the class PJSPARSE) is properly included in 
P,,,(SPARSE). To show this, we prove a stronger result that actually 
P,,,(SPARSE) is not included in any P,-,,(SPARSE). 
THEOREM 4.2. For all k > 1, P,,,(SPARSE) e P&SPARSE). 
COROLLARY 4.3. PJSPARSE) $ PJSPARSE). 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Since PJSPARSE) G P,,,(SPARSE), it suf- 
fices to show the theorem for all k > 2. For any set A, let C(A) = { u1 . . . u, ( 
for each i, 1 < i < n, 1 uij = n; all of the following strings are in A: u,O, 
u*o*, . ..) ~~0”). It is clear that C(A) d 2, A. We will describe a sparse set A 
such that for every sparse set S, it is not the case that C(A) <kqtt S. This 
will allow us to conclude that P,,,(SPARSE) c& P,,,(SPARSE). 
The construction is very similar to the construction in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2, where we want to find a sparse set A such that every sparse 
set S, it is not the case that D,(A) <kqrr S. We will follow the notation 
established in that proof. In particular, recall that {M, j} is an enumeration 
of k-tt-reduction machines such that M, j uses fi to generate k queries and 
uses g/- to generate a k-tt-condition. The construction is by stages. At stage 
c( = (i, j, h), we will find an integer n = nar such that for every sparse set 
SE SPARSE,,, C(A) n Z”* # L(M, j, S) n C”‘. In the following, let E = 1/4k, 
and let n, = 1 and A,, = @. 
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Stage a=(i,j,h);u>l 
Let q be a polynomial that bounds the runtime of M,,j. Choose an 
integer n such that n > 2n, _ r, 2”‘lk >p,(q(n2)), and en > 2k + I. Let n, = n. 
Choose and fix a k-tt-condition t, such that G, = {xEA”‘~I g,(x) = t} has 
size 11 G, 1) 2 2”‘/2*” = 2”- 2k. 
Case 1. J is not one-to-one on G,. In this case, there exist x # y E G, 
such that fi(x) =fj( y). Thus, for any set ,S E SPARSEh, x E L(Mj,+ S) iff 
y E L(Mi,j, S). Write x = u1 . . . U, and y = u, . . . U, with each ui and ui of 
length n. Let A, := A,-, u (~~0, u202, . . . . u”O”}, and notice that XE C(A,) 
and y 4 C( A,) (since for at least one i, 1 < id n, ui # vi). Therefore, for every 
SE SPARSE,, C(A,) n Z”= # L(M;,i, S) n Z”‘. 
Case 2. fi is one-to-one on G,. Let B,, . . . . B, be n subsets of C”. Denote 
by B, . . B, the concatenation set (a1 . .. U, 1 for each i, 1 < i < n, USE B;). 
CLAIM 1. There exist sets U,, . . . . U,, V,, . . . . V, E Z”, each of size 2k 
such that U,...U,r\V,...V,,=@ and IIG,nU,.-.U,I/~2’k-“)” and 
11 G, n V, . . . V, II 3 2(kpE)n. 
Proof of Claim 1. Partition the set C” into 2”+k subsets each of size 2k; 
call them W, , . . . . &-k. Consider the collection %” of all sets of the form 
W,, ... W,“, where the indices rl, . . . . r,, range from 1 to 2”-k. Note that if 
two sets W,, ... Wrn and W,, .’ ’ W,” are not equal, then W,, ... Wrn n 
W,, ... Wsn = 0. Therefore, this collection forms a partition of 2”’ into 
2(npk)n subsets, each of size 2k”. Choose the one with the largest intersec- 
tion with G,; call it U, ... U,,. Then, 
IIG,-,U, . ..u.II > IIG,11/2(“~k)n~2nZ-(,~k),~2k=2k”-2k>2(k~&)”. 
Next choose a set from ?V which has the largest intersection with 
G, - U, . . . 17,; call it VI . . . V,. Then, 
IIG,n V, ... VJ 3 I(G,- U, ...Unll/2(“-k)n 
> (2”‘~ 2’ _ 2kn)/2(n - k)n 
>2kn-2k 
, - 1 > 2(k-&)n. 1 
We state a lemma similar to Lemma 3.5. The lemma will be proved by 
induction. 
LEMMA 4.4. For each j, 1 <j < k, the following holds. Suppose there exist 
a set GzC”‘, a function f(x) = (x,, . . . . x,), and 2n sets U,, . . . . U,, 
V 1, . . . . V, 5 .Z”, each having size 2j, such that 
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(1) f is one-to-one on G, and for all r, 1 < I <j, ) x,J < q(n’); 
(2) u, ... u,n v, .‘. v,=fzI; 
(3) IIGnu,...u,I(~2(j-(2k-2j+1)&)n and IIGnV,-..I’,113 
2(j-(2k-Zj+l)e)n 
Then, there exists a set XC ( y 1 n + 1 < 1 y 1 < 2n}, of size at most 2kn, such 
that for all SE SPARSE,,, and all j-tt-conditions t, it is not the case that for 
all xEG, 
From Claim 1, we may apply Lemma 4.4 to Case 2, with the set G,, the 
function fi, sets U1, . . . . U,, V,, . . . . V,, and the parameter j= k. Thus we 
obtain a set X satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 4.4. Let A, := A,- 1 u X. 
Then, C( A,) n G # L(M, j, S) n G for all SE SPARSE,,. This completes the 
proof of Case 2 and Stage a. 
Let A := (J,“= , A,. Then, by the choice of n,, we conclude that for every 
sparse set SE SPARSE,, and integers i and j, C(A) n Z”* # 
L.( M, j, S) n Z”“, where a = (i,j, h). This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 8 
It remains to prove Lemma 4.4. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. We prove it by induction on j. First, when j = 1, 
we define X= U;=, U,{O’}; that is, for every string WE U,, we put the 
string Wo’ into the set X. Then, 11 XII = C:=, II U, 11 = 2n. Also, we have 
the relations C(X) n G n U, . ..U.=GnU,..,U, and C(X)nGn 
V,-..V,=GnV,...V,. 
Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exist a set SE SPARSEh and 
a l-t&condition t such that for all XE G, XE C(X)- t(y&(x)) = 1. 
Consider two cases. 
Case 1. t(0) = 0. Then, each x E C(X) n G must have f (x) c S. Since f is 
one-to-one on G, we have 
llGnf-4 . . . U, II = (I C(X) n G n U1 . + . U, II 6 II S’q(n2) 11 < 2”“. 
This contradicts the assumption that II G n U, . . . U,, (1 > 2” -(2k- ‘jE )“. 
Case 2. t(0) = 1. Similarly to Case 1, we can conclude that 
IIGn VI... V, (I = II C(X) n G n V, . . . V,, II < 2”“. But this contradicts the 
assumption that (I G n V, . . . V, II > 2” - (2k ~ l)‘)“. 
Inductive step. Assume that 1 <j,< k. Denote the output of f(x) as 
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(x1, . . . . xk). For any r, 1 d r < k, and any ZEZ*, let H,(z) = 
{x E G ( x, = z}. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. There exist r and z such that either 11 H,(z) n VI . . . V, 11 2 
2(j-(2k-2j+2)E)n or 11 H,(Z) n V, . . _ V, 1) 2 2(j- (2k-*j+2)e)nb Assume, without 
loss of generality, that for some r and z, 11 H,(z)n U, . . . V, I( 2 
2(j-(2k-2j+*)c)n 
CLAIM 2. There exist sets Vi, . . . . Un, Vi, . . . . V:, E C”, each of size 2~~ 1 
such that 
(1) V;...U:,~V,...V,~~~V;...V:,EU,...U,; 
(2) u; . . . U:, n V; . . . V:, = @; and 
(3) IIH,(z)nU;. . . V~ll ~2’jp1p’2k-2i+3)E)” and IIH,(z)n V;. . . VLJla 
2(j-l-‘*k-*j+3)E)n 
Proof of Claim 2. Divide each set V, into two equal halves; call them 
W,. 0 and W,, 1. Then, the collection w  of all sets of the form 
W 1.1, .’ . WE, I,, where the second indices t,, . . . . t, are either 0 or 1, forms a 
partition of the set V, . . . V, into 2” subsets each of size 2(j-‘)“. Let 
V’, . . . V:, be the one having the largest intersection with H,(z) n V, . . . V,, 
and Vi ... Vi be the one having the largest intersection with 
(H,(z) n V, ... U,) - V’, . . . Vi. Then, it is easy to check that 
llH,(z)n Vi ... V,l/ > l/H,(z) n tJ, ... V, 11/2”~2(i~‘-‘2k-2~+2)E’n and that 
IIH,(z)n Vi ... Vnll 2 II(H,(z)n u, . . u,)- U; . . . u:,II >((2(j-(2k-2j+2)E)n- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i 
Now we may apply the inductive hypothesis to the set H,(z) n U, . . . V,, 
the function f’(x) = (x1, . . . . x, _, , x,, 1, . . . . x,), and sets V;, . . . . Un, V’, , . . . . 
V:, , and with the parameter j - 1. We obtain a set X of size )I XII < 2k” such 
that for all SE SPARSEh, and all (j- l)-tt-conditions t’, it is not the case 
that for all x E H,(z) n U, . . U,, x E C(X) o t’(Xs(x,), . . . . xs(xr- *), 
xs(xr+ I), ..., xJx,))= 1. Now, similarly to the argument in the proof of 
Lemma 3.5, we can prove that for any j-t&condition t, if XE C(X) o 
t(Xs(x,), . . . . x,(x,)) = 1 holds for all x E H,(z) n V, . . . V,, then there must 
be a (j- 1)-tt-condition t’ such that XE C(X) o t’(Xs(x,), . . . . xs(x,- l)r 
xS(x,+ ,), . . . . xS(xj)) = 1, where t’ is induced by t by fixing the rth input to t 
to ,Y~(z). Thus it leads to a contradiction. We omit the details of the proof. 
Case 2. The condition specifies Case 1 does not hold. Define 
X= u;= 1 V, (0’). Then, II X1( = C;= 1 I( V, \I = 2’n.Ao, we have the 
relations C(X) n G n V, . . . V,=GnV,...V, and C(X)nGnV,...V,,= 
Gn V, . . . V,,. Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exist a set 
SE SPARSE,, and a j-tt-condition t such that for all XE G, XE C(X)* 
tks(x, L ...3 xS(xj)) = 1. Consider two subcases. 
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Subcase 2.1. t(0, . . . . 0) = 0. Then, each x E C(X) n G must have the 
property X, E S for some x,. This implies that 
11 G n U, . . . U, 11 = 11 C(X) n G n U1 . . . U, II 
... u, II r=l ZES 
< j. y/k . 2’j-‘2k-Zj+2)&)n~2(j~(Zk~2j+l)&)n 
This contradicts the assumption that I/ G n U, . . . U, II > 2(j-‘2k-2i+ l)‘)“. 
Subcase 2.2. t(0, . . . . 0) = 1. Similarly to Subcase 2.1, we can conclude 
that 11 G n V, . . . V, II = II C(X) n G n V, . . . V, II < 2(j-(2k-2j+ I)&)“. But this 
contradicts the assumption that 1) G n V, . . . V, II > 2”- (2k ~ 2i+ ‘)‘jn. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.4. 1 
The next result shows that none of the classes P,.,,(SPARSE), k > 1, is 
contained in the class P,,,(SPARSE). 
THEOREM 4.5. P-CLOSE $Z P,.,,(SPARSE). 
COROLLARY 4.6. For all k 2 1, Pk.,,(SPARSE) @ P,,,(SPARSE). 
COROLLARY 4.7. PJSPARSE) $ P,,(SPARSE). 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Recall that a co-sparse set is in P-CLOSE. We 
will construct a sparse set A such that for all sparse sets S, A & 2, S. The 
construction is by stages. Let { fi} be an enumeration of polynomial-time 
computable functions which, for every input x, yields a set of strings. For 
any set B, let L(fi, B) denote the set of strings accepted by a ctt-reduction 
machine which uses fi to generate the queries and uses B as the oracle; i.e., 
L(fi, B) = {x E C* I fi(x) c B}. At stage a = (i, h), we will find an integer 
n = n, such that for all SE SPARSE,, 1 n C” # L(fi, S) n Z”. Let n, = 0 
and A, = 0. 
Stage cc=(i,h);ual 
Let q be a polynomial that bounds the runtime of the functionfi. Choose 
an integer n such that n > n,- I and 2”>p,(q(n)). Let n, =n. Let 
G= U { fi(x)lxEZ”}. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. II G )I >p,,(q(n)). Then, let A, := A,-,. Assume, by way of 
contradiction, that there exists a set SE SPARSE,, such that A, n Z” = 
L(L, S) n Z”. Then, for each x EA, n C”, A(x) c S. But A, n Z” = C”. This 
implies that GES; thus 11 Gil d II SnL’bq(n)II <ph(q(n)). This is a 
contradiction. 
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Case 2. 11 G 11 <ph(q(n)). For each XE ZInr let H(x) = U {fi(x) 1 y E 
Z” - {x} }. We claim that there exists an x E Z” such that A(x) E H(x). 
Proof of claim. Suppose otherwise that for all x E C”, there is at least 
one string zefi(x) - H(x). Define a function g on Z” such that 
g(x)EA(x)- H(x). This is a one-to-one function on C”, because for any 
two distinct strings x and y, we must have g(x) EL(X) -fi(y) and 
g(y) Efi(y). Therefore, the range of g on Z” must be of size 2”. However, 
from the definition, the range of g on C” is a subset of G and has size at 
most p,(q(n)). This contradicts our choice of n such that 2” >p,Jq(n)). 1 
Now we choose an XE .Z” such that fi(x)c H(x) and let 
Aa:=A._, u {x}. Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists a set 
SE SPARSE,, such that A, n C” = L( fi, S) n C”. Then, C” - {x} E A, 
implies H(x) c S. Since fi(x) E H(x), this implies that x E L(fi, S) and leads 
to a contradiction. This completes the construction of Stage GI and the 
proof. 
Let A := U,“= 1 A,. Since we always choose nor > n,- , , the relation 
A, n .P # L(fi, S) n C”Q holds for set A too. So the theorem is 
proven. [ 
5. COMPARING DISJUNCTIVE AND CONJUNCTIVE REDUCIBILITIES 
In this section, we compare the class P,,,(SPARSE) with the classes 
P,.,,,(SPARSE), k > 0, and P,,(SPARSE). First note that in Section 4, 
we have proved that for all k > 0, P,,,(SPARSE) & P,,,(SPARSE). Since 
P,,,(SPARSE) c P&SPARSE) for all k > 0, we get 
(1) For all k > 0, P,,,(SPARSE) & P,,,(SPARSE). 
In addition, we will prove that 
(2) P&SPARSE) st PJSPARSE). 
The other relations between the class P,,,(SPARSE) and the classes 
P,-,,(SPARSE), k > 0, and P,,,(SPARSE) are unknown. More precisely, 
the following questions are open. 
(3) Is PZmdtr( SPARSE) contained in P,,,( SPARSE)? 
(4) Is PJSPARSE) contained in PJSPARSE)? 
THEOREM 5.1. P&SPARSE) G P,,,(SPARSE). 
Proof. For each set A, let D(A) = (ui . . .u,[ ui, . . . . U,E (0, 11, at least 
one of the following strings is in set A: 02n, u,O*(~-‘), . . . . 
U,“’ , u ,o*(n - i) 2 . . . . Ul ... u,,}. Then, it is clear that D(A) <z,, A. We will con- 
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struct a specific sparse set A such that for every sparse set S, D(A) < 2, S. 
This will allow us to conclude that P,,(SPARSE) G P,,,(SPARSE). 
The construction is again by stages. Let {fi} be an enumeration of 
polynomial-time computable functions such that each 1;: yields, on input x, 
a nonempty set of strings in C *. At stage a = (i, h), we consider the 
functionSi and sparse sets in SPARSE,. We will find an integer n = n, such 
that for every sparse set SE SPARSE,,, D(A) n Z” # L(fi, S) n C”, where 
L(fi, S) is the set of all strings x such that&x) c S. Let no = 0 and A, = 0. 
Stage a= (i, h);ag 1 
Let q be a polynomial that bounds the runtime of the function fi. Choose 
an integer n > Zn,- i such that n is a perfect square and 2A >pJq(n)). For 
any function g that maps a string to a set of strings and for any set B, we 
let g(B) denote the set ( y 1 y Eg(x) for some x E B}. Thus, fi(C”) = 
U,Xr=nfi(x). We consider two cases. 
Case 1. 11 fi(C”)II < 24”. We prove this case by an inductive argument. 
We formulate this inductive argument in the following lemma. The proof of 
the lemma will be given later. 
LEMMA 5.2. The following holds for j = 0, . . . . & - 1. Suppose that there 
exist a function f that maps a string to a nonempty set of strings and a string 
u of length I u I = j, such that 1) f ((u] Z”-‘)I] < 24-j. Then, there exists a 
set B c { WVO*(~-~) 1 IwI <n-j and k= luwl} such that IIBII <n-jandfor 
every set SE SPARSE,, , 
D(B)n (u} C”-‘# L(f, S)n (u} Z”-‘. 
We verify that the function fi and the empty string E satisfy the 
hypothesis of Lemma 5.2, with the parameter j = 0. Thus we obtain a set B 
such that for every SE SPARSE,, D(B) AZ’ # L(fi, S) n C”. Thus, letting 
A, := A,-, u B satisfies our requirement. (Note that 11 (x E A, In < 
IxI<2n)ll = IIBII dn+ 1.) 
Case 2. IJ f;-(P)]] 2 2fi. This means that for every set SE SPARSE,,, 
the set f,(P) - S is nonempty, and so L(fi, S) n 2” #Z”. Let A, := 
A a-i u {02”). Then, we have D(A,)nF=C”. Therefore, for every 
SESPARSE,,, D(A,)nZ”#L(fi, S)nC”. 
This completes the construction of Stage a. 
Let A := lJ,“=, A,. Then, by the choice of integers n, > 2n, _, , we con- 
clude that for every set SE SPARSE,,, D(A) n Gnu # L(fi, S) n Zna, where 
a= (i,h). 1 
It remains to prove Lemma 5.2. 
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Proof of Lemma 5.2. We will prove it by induction on j, in the decreas- 
ing order. First, let j= & - 1. By the assumption, (1 f ({u} Z’-j)Ij = 1. 
Choose a string y in {u} C”-j and let B= (y}. Then, we have 
IlD(B)n{u}~“-‘Il=ll{y)ll=l. H owever, for any set SE SPARSE,,, the 
set L(J S) n {u} c”-j is either empty (if f(v) G S) or equal to the set 
(241 Z-j (if f(y)sS), since all x E {u} CnPj have the same value 
j(x) =f (y). This leads to a contradiction. 
- 
Inductive step. Now, assume that 0 <j< & - 1, and assume that the 
lemma holds for j + 1. We observe that there exists a character u, E (0, 1> 
such that II f ({uur } Z-j-- ‘)/I > 11 f ({u} Cn--1)ll/2. Let vr be the character 
in (0, l} - {ur}. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. There exists a string XE {uvr} C”-j+’ such that 
f(x)Gf((uul} c”-j-l). Let B= (u~~O~‘“--j-~)). We claim that this set B 
satisfies our requirements. Suppose otherwise that for some SE SPARSE,,, 
D(B)n {u} Z’-j=L(f, S)n {u} C”-j. Note that D(B)= {uu,} F-j-‘. 
Therefore, f({uq} C”~‘~‘)GS. This implies that f(x) E 
f({uu,} .ECnPiP1)SS, and h ence x E D(B). But x is in the set { uuI } Z”-‘- ‘. 
This is a contradiction. 
Case 2. The condition specifies Case 1 does not hold. Then, for every 
x E { uvr > Z-j-‘, there exists at least one z in the set 
f(x)-f({uu,} C”-‘-I). D e me a function g on {uur} CflPjP’ by g(x) = f 
f(x)-f((uu,] CnPiP1). Then, we observe that // g((uv,) Z~-j-*)ll < 
2&-j-‘. So, we may apply the inductive hypothesis to the function g and 
string uvI and obtain a set B,c {uv,wO~(“-~)~IWI <n--j-l and k= 
I uvl w  I > such that 11 B, II <n-j- 1 and for every set SE SPARSE,,, 
D(B,)n {uvl} Cn-‘-’ # L(g, S)n (uul} Cn-‘-‘. (*) 
Let B= B, u {~u~O~‘~--j-‘) }. Then, IIBjl<n--j and D(B)=D(B,)u 
{ uu,} ,?YP I. We claim that the set B satisfies our requirements. Suppose 
otherwise that for some S E SPARSE,, , D(B) n (u> C”-j= 
L(f, S) n {u} C”-j. 
First, observe that { uu, } C” Pie ’ G D(B) implies { uur } C”-j- ’ 5 
L(f, S), and hence f( { uu, } Z-j-‘) E S. This implies that for every 
XE (uv,) En--j-‘, g(x)s S if and only if f(x) GS, since g(x)cf(x)r 
g(x)uf({uu,} Z”-j-l). Therefore, for every XE {uvr} C*-j-‘, 
XED(B,)~XED(B)~XEL(~, S)oxEL(g, S). 
This contradicts the condition ( * ) established by the inductive hypothesis. 
So the proof of Lemma 5.2 is complete. 1 
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6. SETS REDUCIBLE TO TALLY SETS 
Recall that a set T is tally if Tc (0) *, and the class TALLY is the class 
of all tally sets. It has been shown in Book and Ko (1988) that 
Pbt,( TALLY) = P,( TALL Y), and hence P,( TALL Y) is properly included 
in P,(SPARSE). This result indicates that tally sets are too simple to be 
used to distinguish (k + l)-tt-reducibilities from k-tt-reducibilities. In this 
section, we investigate the relationship between various classes 
P,(TALLY), where r =m, ctt, dtt, and tt. We show that PJTALLY) is 
properly included in P,,,( TALL Y) and Pdll( TALL Y), and P,,,( TALL Y) 
and Pdtr( TALL Y) are properly included in P,,( TALL Y). 
First, we observe that P,( TALL Y) c Pbdtr( TALL Y) E Pbrt( TALL Y) and 
that P,( TALLY) 5 Pbcrr( TALL Y) E Pbrt( TALL Y). Therefore, by the result 
Pbtl( TALLY) = P,( TALLY) of Book and Ko (1988), we know that all 
these classes are equivalent. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. P,( TALLY) = P,,, (TALLY) = Pbr,, (TALLY) = 
f’bd TALL Y). 
Next, we consider classes P,,,( TALLY) and Pdrr( TALLY). Note that, for 
any sets A and B, A < ,9, B if and only if A < & B. If B is a tally set, then 
we can replace B by (0) * - B and get A G ,9, B if and only if 
A < dqt (0 > * - B. The following result is an immediate consequence of this 
observation. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. For any set A, A E P,,,( TALLY) if and only if 
A E Pm,( TALLY). 
Thus, to distinguish the classes P,,,( TALL Y) and Pdt,( TALL Y), we need 
only to show that the class P,,,(TALLY) is not closed under complemen- 
tation. Furthermore, this would imply that P,,,( TALL Y) is not equivalent 
to either P,( TALL Y) or P,,( TALLY), since the latter two classes are both 
closed under complementation. 
We first show that sparse sets of a special type are <:,-reducible to tally 
sets. 
LEMMA 6.3. Assume that A is a sparse set such that for each n>O, 
1) A n C” 11 < 1. Then, A E P,,,( TALLY). 
Proof We assume that there exists a pairing function ( , , ) on three 
integers such that (i, j, k ) <p(i +j + k) for some polynomial p. 
Let A be such that /(A nZ”/( ,< 1. Define T= (O<n*lb>l there exists an 
XE A n.Z’” such that the ith bit of x equals to b}. Also define a functionf 
that maps each x E Z* to the set {O<“, i. &> 1 n = 1 x 1; 1 < i < n; and xi is the 
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ith bit of x}. Note that f is polynomial-time computable and 
x E A -=-f(x) E T. Thus, f <:,-reduces A to T. 1 
THEOREM 6.4. There exists a sparse set A such that for each n, 
II A n C” II < 1, and A $ Pdrr( TALLY). 
Proof. Let {f,} be an enumeration of polynomial-time computable 
functions that yield, on each input x, a nonempty set of strings in { 0} *. At 
each stage i, we want to find an integer n = ni and a string x E C” such that 
A n C” = {x} and for all tally sets T, it is not the case that for all y EC”, 
y E A of.(y) n T # Qr. Let n, = 1 and A,, = @. 
Stage i, i2 1 
Let q be a polynomial that bounds the runtime of the functionh. Choose 
an integer n > nj- r such that 2” > q(n) + 1. Let n, = n. For each x E C”, let 
H(x) = u { fi(y)l y E C”, y #x}. Then we claim that there exists a string 
x E ,Z” such that fi(x) E H(x). 
Proof of claim. Suppose otherwise that for each XEZ’, there exists at 
least a string .zEL(x) - H(x). Then, define a function g on C” such that 
g(x)Eh(x) - H(x). Note that g is a one-to-one function on C” because 
x # y implies that g(x) Efi(x) -fi(y) and g(y) Efi( y). However, by 
definition, { g(x)1 x E Z”} c u {A( )I x xE27) C (OkIO<k<q(n)}. So, g is 
a one-to-one function that maps 2” strings to q(n) + 1 strings. This is a 
contradiction. 1 
Now pick an XEZ” such that L.(x) G H(x). Let Ai := Ai_, u (x}. 
Assume, by way of contradiction, that for some tally set T, it holds that for 
all ~EZ”, yEAiofi(y)nT#O. Since AinZ”=Z”- {xl, this implies 
that for all FEZ”--{x}, f,(y)nT=@ and so H(x)nT=@. But we 
selected x such that fi(x) G H(x) and so fi(x) n T= 0. This provides a 
contradiction and completes the construction for Stage i. 
Let A := Up”=, Ai. Since we made ni > nip i, the condition established at 
stage i for set Ai also holds for set A. This completes the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 6.5. (a) P,,,( TALL Y) $ Pdrt( TALL Y) and Pdr,( TALL Y) & 
f’,,,( TALL Y) 
(b) P,( TALLY) $ P,,,( TALLY) s P,,( TALLY). 
(c) PJTALLY) $ P,,(TALLY) $ P,,(TALLY). 
In addition, we note that the proof of Theorem 6.4 also demonstrates 
some non-inclusion relations between the classes SPARSE and 
PJTALLY) and Pd,,( TALLY). Let co-SPARSE be the class of all 
co-sparse sets. 
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COROLLARY 6.6. (a) SPARSE i?i P,,,(TALLY). 
(b) co-SPARSE izi P,,,( TALLY). 
It seems an interesting question to determine whether there exists a 
sparse set which is not <:,-reducible to any tally set. 
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